
VGA Coax High-Resolution Monitor Extension
Cable with RGB Coax (HD15 M/F), 2048 x 1536
(1080p), 3 ft.
MODEL NUMBER: P500-003

  

 

Description
The P500-003 VGA Coax High-Resolution Monitor Extension Cable (M/F) extends the connection between your VGA-enabled computer and monitor up to

three feet. It’s recommended for easier access to VGA ports that are hidden under a desk or inside a cabinet or otherwise difficult to reach. Constructed from

mini-coax (RGB) and paired video wire, it supports video resolutions up to 2048 x 1536, including 1080p, with no ghosting.

Foil and braid shielding delivers reliable, error-free signal quality and protection from EMI/RFI line noise that can distort or destroy data. Molded gold-plated

HD15 connectors with gold-plated contacts provide maximum conductivity and minimize data loss. Integral strain relief gives the cable extra flexibility, reduces

stress, and helps the cable and connectors move freely without cracking. 

Features
Extends Connection Between VGA-Enabled Computer and Monitor Up to 3 ft.

Supports video resolutions up to 2048 x 1536, including 1080p

Made from mini-coax (RGB) and paired video wire

Foil and braid shielding protects against EMI/RFI line noise that can distort or destroy data

Molded gold-plated HD15 connectors and contacts provide maximum conductivity and minimize data loss

Integral strain relief protects cable and connectors from stress and cracking

Rugged PVC jacket designed for long life

Specifications

INPUT

Cable Length (ft.) 3

Cable Length (m) 0.9

Highlights
Supports video resolutions up to

2048 x 1536, including 1080p

Made from mini-coax (RGB) and

paired video wire

Foil and braid shielding blocks

hazardous EMI/RFI line noise

Gold-plated connectors and

contacts for maximum

conductivity

Integral strain relief protects

against cable stress and cracking

System Requirements
Display device with HD15 input

Package Includes
P500-003 VGA Coax

High-Resolution Monitor

Extension Cable (M/F), 3 ft. 
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PHYSICAL

Color Black

CONNECTIONS

Side A - Connector 1 HD15 (MALE)

Side B - Connector 1 HD15 (FEMALE)

WARRANTY

Product Warranty Period (Worldwide) Lifetime limited warranty

© 2017 Tripp Lite. All rights reserved. All product and company names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. Use of them does

not imply any affiliation with or endorsement by them. Tripp Lite has a policy of continuous improvement. Specifications are subject to change without notice.

Tripp Lite uses primary and third-party agencies to test its products for compliance with standards. See a list of Tripp Lite's testing agencies: 

https://www.tripplite.com/products/product-certification-agencies
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